
ASSEMBLY DATE:___________________________________ 

ASSEMBLY TIME:___________________________________ 

FOR STUDENTS IN:_________________________________ 

Introduction 
Original Silly Songs and word play to engage students in songwriting. It's a show and it's a 

workshop! Silly Songster Alden Phelps plays guitar and sings his original children's songs, then leads 
students step by step as they design their own musical couplets in teams. Featuring magnetic words on 
easels, this hands-on experience is designed for an entire school grade to enjoy together.  

By physically manipulating magnetic words, roadblocks that inhibit participation (spelling, 
handwriting, etc.) are removed; students at different levels are able to engage meaningfully and achieve 
writing success in activities that build language skills. Guided exercises, along with teacher support, help 
students try their hand at lyric writing. Most importantly, it's a whole lot of fun! The assembly ends as 
students transform Alden's opening song into their own original creation.  
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Singing, Reading & Writing Songs: 
an Interactive Assembly for Students & Teachers

“Every single kid that 
participated LOVED IT!” 

-Sandymount Elementary 
School

For  
grades 3-5



*Please pass along the attached teacher program guide to all 
participating classrooms 

Artist arrival time 

1-hour prior to performance; room should be cleared of classes during 
Alden’s setup time. 

Setup Requirements 

For 50-100 participants: a large empty space (no tables/chairs) such as a 
gym, cafeteria, etc.  
For less than 50 students, a large open all-purpose room (no tables/chairs) 
is fine. In either case, the students will sit on the floor.  
Other needs: access to an electric outlet 

Teacher Preparation Requirements 

Before the performance: every participating classroom teacher will group students into 2-man teams during 
the assembly. Students can be assigned beforehand or on the spot, however the teacher is comfortable. 

During the performance: This Interactive Assembly NEEDS the active participation of  teachers, preferably 
one teacher per classroom. When students are working in teams at their magnetic easels, teachers circulate 
among them to offer assistance. Reading specialists and other teachers/staff are welcome & encouraged to attend! 

Suggested Introductions 
“Boys and girls, please welcome silly songwriter and performer Alden Phelps!” 

Inclement Weather 
DON’T WORRY! Artists will follow school closings and delays and will work with you to reschedule the 
performance if necessary. 

Young Audiences Contact Number:  410-837-7577 
Call 410-837-7577 and follow the prompts to be connected with a staff member on call for After Hours or Emergency. 
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Program Description 
Singing, Reading & Writing Songs: 
an Interactive Assembly for 
Students & Teachers is an exciting 
new hybrid - it’s not just an assembly 
performance that students watch, nor 
is it an arts-integrated classroom 
workshop - it’s both! Students 
experience Alden performing his 
original silly children’s songs, and 
then immediately get to try their hand 
at songwriting. Alden has designed & 
built magnetic easels and custom-
made Word Game Boxes for up to 
100 students to participate at one 
time. Why magnetic words? Because students who 
are discouraged by handwriting or spelling are now 
free to play with language. The creative selection of 
active verbs, nouns, adjectives, etc will inspire 
students to new creative heights. And the supplied 
dry-erase markers empower students who have 
their own creative ideas. Teachers, parents and 
other adults are encouraged to attend and 
participate! 
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Alden’s Word Game 
Box contains color 

coded trays with 
nouns, verbs, 

adjectives, rhymes, 
prepositions, etc.
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Students display the ? 
or ! sign to tell the 
teacher they have a 
question or say “I’ve 
got a great idea!”

An interactive experience for a whole grade!



Artist Bio: 
Artist, musician and teacher Alden Phelps started writing silly songs for his 
own kids twenty years ago, and hasn’t stopped yet. He has performed concerts 
and shows in schools, theaters and festivals in Maryland, Pennsylvania, 
Virginia, and beyond. 
A graduate of the Maryland Institute College of Art, and more recently the 
Teaching Artists Institute, Alden leads arts-integrated songwriting residencies 
through Young Audiences of Maryland. He is also a Wolf Trap Teaching Artist. 
You can find his silly songs on iTunes and youtube. 
 

Standards: 
Common Core Standard  
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.3 
Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, 
reading, or listening. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.5 
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships 
and nuances in word meanings. 

Fine Arts Standard 
STANDARD 1.0 PERCEIVING AND RESPONDING: AESTHETIC EDUCATION 
INDICATOR 
2. Experience performance through singing, playing instruments in 
general, vocal, and instrumental settings, and listening to performances 
of others 
OBJECTIVE 
Sing and play a variety of music at a given tempo, using correct posture 
and clear diction or articulation 

Teacher Program Guide
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Vocabulary 
Chorus - the part of a song which repeats, and whose 

lyrics contain the main idea of the song. 

Verse - the part of a song which tells the story. 

Couplet - A couplet is this every time: two poetic lines that 
rhyme! 

Parts of Speech - Noun (person, place or thing), Verb 
(action word), Adjective (describes nouns), Preposition 
(word which relates a noun to other words, such as in), 
Pronoun (noun that refers to other nouns: he, she, it), 
Rhyme (word with the same ending sound) 

Syllable - part of a word’s pronunciation based on a vowel 
sound. An important element in understanding the 
rhythm of words in poetry and lyric writing. 

Melody - the tune of a song. 

Lyrics - the words of a song. 

Collaborate - to work together to create something by sharing, 
listening and revising ideas. 

Additional Resources  
Sing along with Alden - Ted the Rhino on youtube with lyrics: 

https://youtu.be/sSNhEO8yNmo  

Listen to more of Alden’s silly songs: http://aldenphelps.com/
aldensings/Listen.html  

Teacher Program Guide
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"Mr. Phelps did an excellent job 
getting even my least interested 
students involved in this program!  
Some of my students who hate to 
sing REALLY enjoyed this 
program!! The students were 
singing their song lyrics for the 
rest of the day. I highly 
recommend this program at any 
school!!” 

-Frederick Adventist Academy,

https://youtu.be/sSNhEO8yNmo
http://aldenphelps.com/aldensings/Listen.html


Pre-Performance Activities 

Learn about the Parts of a Song:  

• Verses tell the story in a song 

• Chorus states the main idea of the song, and is sung more than once 

• Bridge has new ideas and a melody different from the rest of the song 

• Coda is the end section of a song 

Watch these lyrics videos and have students find the verse/chorus/bridge: 

• Happy by Pharrell Williams -  https://youtu.be/H0m3Lfkzcw4 (verse 1, chorus, v. 2, chorus, chorus, bridge, 
chorus, chorus, chorus) 

• Beat It by Michael Jackson - https://youtu.be/Rtp5DrvzUYQ  (verse 1, verse 2, chorus, v. 3, v. 4, chorus, chorus, 
chorus) 

• Shake it Off by Taylor Swift -  https://youtu.be/NGwFFf7okGU (verse 1, chorus, v. 2, chorus, bridge, chorus) 

Sing the assembly’s featured song: 
Ted the Rhino with lyrics: https://youtu.be/sSNhEO8yNmo 

Teacher Program Guide
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Post-Performance Activities 

Rewrite the second couplet of Alden’s chorus 

Here’s the chorus of Alden’s song Ted the Rhino 

I’ve got a pet rhino, his name is Ted 
He lives in a ‘fridgerator next to my bed 
Sometimes he’s friendly, sometimes he’s a grouch 
Be nice or he might knock you off of the couch (Our pet rhino Ted) 

Steps to rewrite couplet #2: 

1. Brainstorm - have students take a moment to look at couplet #1 that they wrote during the 
assembly. What story does it tell, and what ideas come to mind for couplet #2? 

2. Have students figure out how many syllables are in each line in Alden’s couplet #2 [see above] (the 
answer is 10 and 11 (or 16 for line 2 if they count the tag phrase “Our pet rhino Ted”).  Students 
should try to use the same number of syllables, or close to the same number.  

3. My rule of thumb is: you don’t have to be strict about using the same number of syllables, but if 
their lyric is awkward to sing, it either has too many/too few syllables, or the em-PHA-sis is on the 
wrong syl-LAB-le. In the latter case, often if they rearrange the same words, or take out extraneous 
words like ‘the’, it can fix the strong/weak syllable problem. Accented syllables (strong/weak) is an 
interesting topic that you can explore in more depth, see the suggested activity later in this study 
guide. 

4. They don’t have to end their couplet #2 with grouch and couch, or even words that rhyme with 
grouch and couch. They can use a completely new rhyme sound. 

5. If a student is stuck or has no ideas, you can offer them this starter template, which they can 
modify: 

 Sometimes________________________________ 

 Be nice or_________________________________ 

Teacher Program Guide
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First couplet ➟

Second couplet ➟

{ 
{

continued on next page



6. Figure out what parts of speech Alden used in the lyrics. Where are the nouns, verbs and 
adjectives? For example the 1st line is: “Sometimes NOUN  ADJECTIVE, sometimes NOUN’s a 
NOUN” 

7. Use a Rhyming Dictionary or www.rhymezone.com to help finding a rhyme for line 2. 

8. Have students share/sing their lyrics. Follow this youtube link to play Alden’s instrumental backing 
track while students sing their lyrics: https://youtu.be/h2abwZ2Zqgo or on youtube search for: “Ted 
the Rhino Songwriters Instrumental Track”. 

Learn about accented or strong/weak syllables, and how they affect poetry & lyrics 

Poetry has names for the different arrangements of strong/weak syllables. Each unit in a line is called a 
foot. I’ve used 3 types in this exercise, though there are more. These terms might be of interest to 
students who get really excited about poetry. It can be fun to analyze poems to find the different kinds 
of feet. But whether you use these names in the chart, the following game is good for students of all 
levels. 

1. Have students say the following phrase out loud: 

 I went to see a redwood tree 

2. Help them recognize the strong and weak syllables that naturally occur in that phrase. If the strong 
syllables are underlined. This line has iambic feet, for example: I went is weak + strong. 

 I went to see a red-wood tree  

foot name style strong/weak pattern syllable count example

iamb iambic weak + strong 2 I went

trochee (“trow-kee”) trochaic strong + weak 2 Go-ing

dactyl dactylic strong + weak + weak 3 Hap-pil-ly

Teacher Program Guide
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3. Have the students say the phrase again, aware of the strong syllables and emphasizing them. I ask 
students to use their hand to punch up in the air to show the strong syllables. 

4. Students pair off and instantly create the second line of the couplet, rhyming with ‘tree’. Have them 
share their ideas. An example you could offer is: “I went to see a redwood tree, but I fell down and 
broke my knee.” To assess success in this game, students should use a similar number of syllables to 
keep it smooth, and to rhyme with the first line. 

5. Have the students try again with this new phrase, which is trochaic. In all these exercises it’s best 
to write the phrase on the board. 

 Go a-way and let me play 

6. And finally try this last one, which is dactylic: 

 Rid-ing to school on an el-e-phant’s back 

Have students write their own parody to pop music songs 
You can download and project lyrics from pop songs, and have students write parodies of them. Once 
lyric source is www.metrolyrics.com For instance, students could use the song Call Me Maybe by Carly 
Rae Jepsen to write a parody about what they’ve learned about habitats or Maryland history. Songs I 
suggest are: Call Me Maybe, Shake it Off, Drag Me Down, Beat It, Hello, Shut Up and Dance with Me. 

Watch some other parodies: 

Weird Al Yankovic is today’s most popular parody 
maker, and some of his songs are great for 
introducing parody. Play Michael Jackson’s Beat It, 
then play Weird Al’s Eat It and have students discuss 
the similarities and differences, main ideas, etc.  
Both videos are free on youtube, and are appropriate 
for grade 4 or 5 and up. My favorite current Weird Al 
video is Handy, a parody of the terrible Fancy by 
Iggy Azalea. It’s funny, but unfortunately the 
original song is inappropriate to play in class. 

Teacher Program Guide
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Things you need to know in order to write a parody song: 
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How many syllables
are in each line?

The song’s Rhyme Scheme: 

Roses are red A
Violets are blue B
Sugar is sweet C
And so are you B

The Parts of a Song: 

The Verses tell the story, often four lines long
Pre-chorus gets you ready for the chorus of the song
The Chorus states the main idea, sung a couple times

New idea in the Bridge, new melody and rhymes
Coda ends the song, and coda means “tail”

Remember all the parts and I know you’ll never fail.

The original song’s Main Idea
(helps students think  
about the main idea  

for their parody)

Students must understand the 
rhyme scheme so that they can 

imitate it in their parody. Have 
them work out the scheme, 

and they should always mark 
each new verse’s line as “A”. A 
typical rhyme scheme might be 

ABAB or AABB.  
Student parody writers don’t 
necessarily have to use the 
same vowel sounds as the 

original, such as ‘ooh’ in the 
2nd and 4th line in the example 
here. But they do have to make 

sure the second and fourth 
lines rhyme. 

A perfect rhyme is easy to 
identify, but an imperfect or 

slant rhyme could be harder 
for students to spot. For 

example Yeah and there could 
be a slant rhyme.

Figure out how many 
verses, choruses, etc 
are in your song, 
which will help you 
break up the writing for 
your classes’ table 
groups. If a song has 3 
verses and a chorus, 
you have work for 4 
table groups. If your 
class has five table 
groups, they could 
write two different 
choruses.

Model for students how to count syllables out 
loud on your fingers. They need to count and 
record the syllable count for each line. Their lyrics 
should contain the same number of syllables. 
Sometimes they can use one more or less, it 
depends on how good it sounds out loud.
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See lyrics students have written with Alden: 

http://www.aldenphelps.com - click on Student Lyrics Blog 

 

Learn more  
Alden’s assemblies, residencies, and listen to his original silly songs at: www.aldenphelps.com 
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student parody lyrics students on Alden’s site

Rhyming: 

I use Webster’s Pocket Rhyming 
Dictionary. I also like the 

Scholastic Rhyming Dictionary by 
Sue Young. This free website is 

also great: www.rhymezone.com 

Teacher Program Guide

Bring Alden to your school for a customized arts-
integrated parody songwriting residency for grades 
3-5. Contact Young Audiences Arts for learning at:  

www.yamd.org   

or email  
liz@yamd.org 
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